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What is already known about this topic
•
Game making activities help children to develop problem-solving skills
•
Game design supports learners in developing subject knowledge in literacy and mathematics.
•
Children can develop transferrable skills through computer game design such as collaborative
work and communication.
What this paper adds
•
This paper explores the process behind learning when children design their own computer
games and how this relates to thinking, rather than looking at the end product, or the impact on learning
in a specific subject.
•
This study provides recent data from a primary classroom in the UK using participant
observations, informal conversations, in-depth interviews, learning journals and video interviews.
 This paper looks at the relationship between thinking-learning and metacognition when children
are making their own computer games
Implications for practice and/or policy
•
Understanding how children learn and think will be a good starting point for educators to design
learning experiences for their students
•
Knowing the process of learning and thinking when children are making their own computer
games is useful when exploring the educational value of this medium
•
Studying how new technologies impact on children’s thinking and learning is very helpful,
when embedding these technologies into teaching and learning in the classroom
Abstract
In this paper, children’s mental activities when making digital games are explored. Where previous
studies mainly focused on children’s learning, this study aimed to unfold the children’s thinking
process for learning when making computer games. As part of an on-going larger scale study, which
adopts an ethnographic approach, this research reports on how children think when making their own
computer games using their ‘Thinking Maps’ and video recordings of group discussions. A model for
Thinking for Learning, ‘think-to-learn-to-think’ is discussed and children’s activities used to define the
stages of this cycle. The study of children’s Pre-during-after project ‘Thinking Maps’ and explanations
during group discussions suggests that their thinking sequences were altered during and after their
game design activities. The children presented their ‘thinking process’ when designing computer
games as a continual circular cycle and described their mind as a virtual lab to plan and visualize
solutions before testing them on screen, using the ‘Alice’ game design program.
Introduction
Looking at the rapid technological developments in recent years, it won’t be wrong to suggest that
computer and video games are currently the most discussed and written topic. In the first instance the
main motive for this is seen as the number of hours children are spending in front of screens playing
their favourite games, nonetheless the socio-emotional impacts of games on children’s lives cannot be
ignored. What drew more attention was, when educators started to see the power of this new medium
and explore ways to use computer games to support learning within schools. Parallel to learning with
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playing computer games, there is also an increasing interest in children creating their own games and
its educational value. This might be flourished by the recent influences of constructivist theories on
technology-supported learning, where learners actively build knowledge through experiment and
discovery. The ease of having access to a vast range of game design programmes online and the ability
to create digital games without any knowledge of technical skills has also motivated this interest.
Previous studies into children’s game making practices focused on the impact on specific learning
areas such as; literacy skills (Good and Robertson, 2004, 2006), story telling and writing skills (Dyer,
2008), skills in the areas of mathematics, science, art and computer literacy (Yatim and Masuch, 2007);
some studied as part of game literacy, teaching students to learn to be critically, creatively and
culturally accomplished individuals (Buckingham and Burn, 2007). There were also some studies
looking at children developing their thinking skills through game design activities. Papert (1998) used
programming as a way to promote learning general thinking skills. He described programming as a
construction tool for personal expression and knowledge construction, which empowers students to
explore the psychological and cultural aspects of learning. Jonassen (1996), defined computers as
cognitive tools, when used with constructivist learning environments, it activates critical thinking and
learning. Jonassen (1999) describes technology as ‘the designs and environments that engage
learners’. He also talks about how learners learn the most when they become the designer of the
learning materials, rather than just learn from it. Kafai (1995, 1996) studied children’s game design
activities and suggested that game design is a context for children to practice and develop transferable
skills such as planning, mathematical thinking and problem solving. Dyer (2008), focused on a number
of games making projects for primary school children that aimed to develop, students' storytelling and
writing skills based on the curriculum. As a result Dyer explains that creating digital games; motivates
learners to achieve, increase self-esteem, provides opportunities for collaborative learning, develops
problem solving, develops students ability to observe, question, hypothesize, test and facilitate
metacognitive reflection.
There is no doubt that technological advances are changing not only the way we communicate but also
the way we think and learn both as individuals and socially. What is remarkable is the way our brain
responds to these technological innovations. In an attempt to adapt to this new environment and cope
with constant simulations, our brain is developing new capabilities and strategies. In other words, redesigning the process of thinking which shapes our learning. This innovation is not only affecting the
adults of today but also the children of the digital age. Children’s interactions with the new
technologies, either through playing games or designing their own games is gradually transforming
their own internalized thinking along with how they conceptualise learning in a social context. There
has been a shift in the anatomy of thinking and learning from a ready - static to an interactive-dynamic
experience. The learners are no longer passive learners waiting to be taught; they are the head engineer
of their mind lab where they design and control their thinking process sometimes alone, sometimes in
partnership with the facilitator–teacher, parent, friend or computer, which leads to learning at anytime,
anywhere. However defining the context of how this change impacts on the thinking pattern of a child
is still a vague area. The main difficulty is how we can observe the child’s mind and take an image of
their mental activities whilst making games, as thinking is not always visible. Their game designs
could give us information on whether they were able to use the software to create a game, however it
doesn’t explain the steps in the cognitive process such as; how they solved the problem, the strategies
they used, the steps they followed and so forth. This study aims to explore this further.
Defining the Focus
It is appropriate to suggest that digital game making can be seen as a learning space to develop
children’s thinking, as it engages learners with constant problem-solving activities, however there isn’t
much information on whether this affects the foundations of the way the child thinks. Formulating this
as a question, ‘Do digital game design activities impact on children’s thinking patterns for learning and
how?’ This is a very difficult question to answer, nevertheless a very important one as it is directly
linked to the way the child learns. One-way of finding an answer is to explore one’s cognition,
basically entering into the mind of a child. ‘Cognition’ as an umbrella term, includes all the mental
activities that lead to gaining, storing, connecting and transferring of knowledge and skills. It can be
seen as a brain’s thinking function to design solutions for problems. Thus, if we are to understand
children’s thinking processes when designing their own games the interrelation between thinking,
learning and metacognition needs to be explored, as they are all strands of one’s cognition. The
following section will explore this relationship, which I call ‘think-to-learn-to-think, as it is not only
interrelated, but also a continuous, overlapping process at times.
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Think-to-Learn-to-Think…
It is apparent that the thinking element of game design activities is becoming a focus, as there is a
growing emphasis on teaching children critical thinking skills, so that they will become successful
learners. Thus, defining what thinking is and how best to teach it with technology is still hazy. One of
the biggest misconceptions in this area is, thinking as a function is mostly evaluated through specific
learning outcomes, rather than studying the process of cognitive activities in one’s mind. In a closer
look thinking, as the main foundation of cognition can be seen as the process of making constant
connections between what we know and what we understand of concepts to develop further meanings.
The firm bond between thinking and learning extends this definition further. According to Perkins
(1992, 2003) learning is a consequence of thinking and successful learning depends on making
thinking visible. Thinking isn’t only a mental process as it involves dialogue with ‘self’ but also with
‘others’; likewise learning cannot be merely defined as the process of gaining knowledge. Learning
and thinking are profoundly interrelated motions, overlapping at times.
Thinking is, indeed partly a mental process to learn, through the inward and outward effects of one’s
actions in the physical world which constitutes the skills of enquiry, creative thinking, reasoning,
information processing and evaluation (National Curriculum, 2004). As to learning, it can also include
developing the ability to think critically and to be analytical, to use information effectively, to make
decisions, to think imaginatively, creatively and critically (Jessel, 2012). Noticeably, both notions
include many similar skills. However having these skills doesn’t alone guarantee that the student will
learn. Learning is extensively derived on how well students can transfer and apply these skills to
different learning contexts. Bransford et al. (2000, p.55) states that the transfer of the skills and
knowledge is possible when learning involves more than simple memorization or applying a fixed set
of procedures. Foremost, the student needs to understand the concepts and become expert in the skills,
then know how and when to apply the skills to new situations. Although these steps look very straight
forward, it is only viable when one develops the ability to understand and reflect their own thoughts, in
other words metacognitive skills (Flawell, 1979; Fisher, 2005). Cross & Paris (1988) defined
metacognition as; the knowledge and control children have over their own thinking and learning
activities. Students can improve their learning by being aware of their own thinking and regulating
their learning activities. The heart of metacognition is to be able to think inwards and organize the
mental activities in mind, by visualizing the steps through conversations with ‘self’. This is a very
important point as when a child is asked to ‘think’, it basically directs them to use their internal voice
to talk with ‘self’. Thus, it looks like being part of a cognitive process; metacognition is a high level
thinking skill on its own. Sternberg (1998, p.17) states that metacognitive skills are driven by
motivation which activates learning and thinking skills, then feeds back into the metacognitive skills,
enabling one’s level of expertise to increase. According to Sternberg these processes involve planning,
evaluating and monitoring problem-solving activities and allocating cognitive resources appropriately
is central to intelligence.
Method
The data was collected for a period of six months using participant observations, informal
conversations, in-depth interviews, learning journals and video interviews for a wider scale research
which had more extensive focus than here. However, for the purpose of this study children’s before,
during and after game design ‘Thinking Maps’ and video recordings of group discussions will be
analyzed to gain an understanding of their mental activities when making their own digital games. A
class of 30 children aged 10 / 11 were taught how to design digital games using ‘Alice’ which is a
freeware object orientated 3D game design environment.
Thinking Maps. Before the game design sessions started the children were given a blank sheet of paper
and asked to explain how they think when they learn in any subject. They were not given any specific
layout, so that they could reflect their own thinking context and style freely rather than using a set
framework. They were asked to keep their thinking map during game design activities with them so
that if there was any alteration that they wanted to make they could annotate directly onto it. At the
end of the project, the children were asked to draw another thinking map to show their thinking for the
learning process during the game design activities.
Group discussions. There were 2 discussions held on separate occasions; one during the game design
project and one at the end of the project. Each lasted for 40 minutes. The discussions were video
recorded and focused on the children’s view of the thinking process when making computer games in
comparison to other activities in relation to learning.
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Studying the Children’s Thinking Maps
Child A’s Thinking Map

Figure 1: Child A’s Pre-project Thinking Map

Figure 2: Child A’s After-project Thinking Map with annotations

In her Thinking Map before the game design activities (Figure 1), Child A drew out the process as a
continual diagram and described it as a ‘spiders web’. Her thinking started with an answer
straightforward, then checking if her answer was right. It gets interesting, as she talks about
remembering the concept again and being able to use it in couple of days time. She ends her map by
suggesting that if she doesn’t remember how to answer after couple of days she did not learn but if she
does, she defines this as she learned. Underneath her diagram she also wrote the word ‘concentrate’
and ‘think different things’. She annotated her map during game design and she had written “Learning
is like a lab; you have to think of it and imagine it in your head then try it out. Use different methods to
find answers. Turn your brain into a lab”. Her thinking map after the game design (Figure 2) has a
different layout but is still drawn as a continual process. She starts with imagining the task in her mind;
“If I want to make a person walk, I will imagine it in my mind”. She then looks for the information
required to accomplish the task. She links what she has found to what she already knows. She tries out
her design on screen to see if it works. If it doesn’t she suggest linking different information.
Child B’s Thinking Map

Figure 3: Child B’s Pre-project Thinking Map

Figure 4: Child B’s After-project Thinking Map with annotations

Child B’s thinking map has a continual circular layout. She marked the ‘Start’ point clearly. Her
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starting point is receiving information. Examining the work, looking at the prior knowledge, trying out
all the possibilities, if they work you gained new information, which you can use in life, followed this.
Then she starts the process again. What is remarkable is that in her ‘during game design thinking
map’; she also mentioned turning her brain into a lab. She mentioned trying different ideas/methods
(Engineering), testing on the screen and if it doesn’t work try other things. Her thinking map after
game design was also a circular continual cycle. She started the process by planning her game ‘what it
would look like’, then looking at the information on the game program such as commands (explore),
then checking what she already knows and if she could link that with the something on screen. She
then moves onto testing stage (Experiment), if it doesn’t work, then she suggested linking another thing
until it works. If it works then it can be used it in the game. When she was asked to explain this during
group discussion her answer was “Lets say I used codes, for example I wanted to make the girl walking
towards the car ok, I create the methods and the properties and function, maybe a variable, I don’t
know, I might need it, so together I create a line of codes, if this works, the girl moves where I want her
to move, then I can use it when I make maybe a zombie to move’. What this actually tells us is, she uses
codes to program the object to move to a target point. She experiments with codes to conceptualize the
action ‘move’ using a trial and error method. She then stores this concept in her mind to use another
time when in a similar situation. She constantly checks her design for errors and makes corrections to
manipulate the object/s to create the desired action. This is a very complex activity and requires one’s
ability to analyze their internalized thoughts, visualize the effects of their thoughts on the actual design,
then reflect on it by applying their thoughts onto the design itself using sets of codes.
Child C’s Thinking Map
Child C’s map (Figure 5), before the game design when compared to the two girls above is not in a
circular cycle. He uses examples to explain his thinking rather than listing the steps. He places his
brain at the centre of problem solving and
shows how different information related to a
problem has been connected and checked, he
classifies some information right, some as
wrong, placing a not sure option in the
middle. His alteration on the map during the
game design has textual explanations. He
starts with;
“Now, I explore and try and figure it and I
know without thinking you can’t learn”. His
second sentence is; ”I talk to myself and I
guess as accurately as I”. His final sentence
says, “I try to plan it out in my head then I
check things, if it is wrong I try something,
then putting it right”.
Notice, ‘talking to self’ and ‘planning in the
head’ was first mentioned during game design
activities. This doesn’t mean he did not use
these functions before, however it seems as
though he is now aware of his own thinking
and able to reflect upon his mental activities.

Figure 5: Child C’s Pre-project Thinking Map with annotations
His after game design Thinking Map (Figure 6, has linked 4 boxes with text in them, although it is not
circular. He starts with trying out what happens if he clicks on the buttons on Alice (Explore); then he
uses the information he gained from trying out to plan what to do (Engineer); then he tries out his
plan/s to create a final game (Experiment/ then Elicit). If he came across a problem, he tries stuff out
until he gets it right (Error checking / Evaluate). His thinking sequence is clearly mapped out and his
final step tells us that he is engaged with the activity because when he comes across a challenge/issue
he doesn’t give up, but tries out different possibilities until he finds the solution.
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Figure 6: Child C’s After-project Thinking Map
Child D’s Thinking Map

Figure 7: Child D’s Pre-project Thinking Map annotations Figure 8: Child D’s After-project Thinking Map

In his before game design map, Child D places the brain at the centre of his diagram. He then has
sentences pointing out from the brain in numerical order. He first looks at the question (area of a
square given as an example). He looks at the numbers. Then he calculates it. If he got the correct
answer, he knows that he has solved the problem. He then revises it to make sure that he understands
it. He added ‘The logic helps in math as well as Alice’ to his map during game design. When he was
asked to explain this; his answer was “Well, it is really logic isn’t it, if you can understand things, like
connecting what you know and make sense of things, then you can solve any problem, could be in
maths, like algebra, or in Alice like you want the space man to fly. You can do it if you can understand
it, then you kind of know it.”
His after game design thinking map had a different layout. He placed ‘Learning cycle’ word at the
centre, his mental activities were situated around these words and linked via arrows which shows a
type of continual cycle. He suggested that he first look and plan out the game (Engage/Engineer), then
he try out things (Explore), this is followed by connecting his ideas, mixing stuff and putting into a
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sentence (coding- Experiment), if the sentence works, he uses again, when he can do this (coding)
naturally he describes this as learning
Child D’s thinking process starts with engineering ideas, and he then moves onto explore and
experimenting. Once he is sure that his coding can make his idea happen, he uses this to design his
game (Elicit).
A conversation with children on thinking and game design
Although it is not possible to share all of the points made by the children here, there were some
comments definitely worthy of a mention. The children thought that they had to do more when
designing computer games because there wasn’t always someone sitting next to them to help them.
One child expressed this as, ‘ I think you have to link ideas because there isn’t always a teacher
besides you all the time, and not everybody knows game design. Teachers know maths and literacy
because they learned to do that, I think you have to link ideas and think outside the box because you
don’t always have help”.
Many of them compared game design with learning a new language. One child said, “Maths, English is
the language we understand. We know what 5 + 5 means. In Alice at the beginning we don’t
understand what it means, then we learn to do things. If you want something to move without you
controlling it, you don’t know because it is a different language. It is a coding language. You have to
think deeper “. They also discussed how as they learn to understand this language, they used similar
codes to program the objects to do different actions. “But you don’t need to learn each movement as a
different sentence. You could use the same coding for different actions. It could be like just adding
stuff. When you’re swimming you could just do move forward then move up or out, so you don’t create
all different, you need to add one more. Basically you need to know if you can use previous coding for
another stuff’.
When they were asked about the ‘Thinking sequence’ during game design, they had a wide range of
mental activities involved. However ‘imagining, visualizing’ were the most mentioned words. Some of
their comments were:
“I think about the motion in real life. When I think about swimming, I think about like I move my arms
up and down’.
“When you do maths, lets say a word problem, the answer is usually in the question. But in Alice you
have to start from beginning and make an imaginary world and you have to make something to solve
the problem”.
“Sometimes you visualize it’.
“I imagine the game before I make it. If I make a game where it is a car game, in a city, first I make
the scene-imagine the city, then the car and I think about what to do with it”.
They also mentioned the word ‘lab’ quiet often. They talked about the virtual lab (lab in mind) and
physical lab (the program) and how they connect them through design in mind then test on screen.
“You turn the program into a lab, because you try out things on it. When you press ‘play’, you are
basically testing, it is a real-physical lab really”.
“I use my mind lab, my virtual lab to match it with realistic lab. I plan it in my virtual one then test it
using the program”.
“I test it out in my mind. If it is not realistic, then I won’t try on my design, because I know it won’t
work”.
“I try to design the movements in my mind but I try out on the program, because the codes are on the
program, not all in my mind”.
“I kind of visualize it in my mind. It is like pressing the ‘play’ button, but making it as you go. Like I
need to make the man move forward, so that the other one can talk. You go to the real program to
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make it real”.
One interesting point came out when they discussed the link between thinking and learning. One child
described the process using another scientific example; “It is like electricity and a light switch. They
need each other to turn on the light. With only electricity you couldn’t do something, you need the
switch to turn on the light”. When another child asked; How do you apply this to game design? Her
reply was; “Switch is learning, electricity is thinking as it keeps going, never stops”. Then another
child asked; “What is the light bulb then?” Her answer was; “The light bulb is the end result, the
solution, like your game design’.
Defining a Model for Think-to-learn-to-think cycle, 6E Model
Although this was a small study as part of larger research with a specific focus, it provides us with
some interesting insights into children’s thinking for learning processes during game design activities.
The study will continue into the coming years, where the concept will be developed in further depth. At
this stage it is still very beneficial to share the main cognitive activities the children reported to
accomplish when making their own digital games so far. The study of children’s Pre-during-after
project Thinking Maps and the explanations they shared during group discussions suggests that their
thinking sequences were altered in the during and after game design activities. Some of the changes
noticed were:
 Their drawings which represent their thinking processes had a clear layout with a continuous
cycle
 Visualising, imagining the solution before testing on screen was included as a main mental
activity
 Turning brain into a ‘lab’. Many children talked about using their mind as a virtual lab to plan
and test their design.
 Talking to ‘self’. There were quite a few children that mentioned having a conversation with
themselves through thinking in their mind when planning their game or a solution to a
problem.
 Naming ‘Thinking Map’ as ‘Learning Cycle’. Although drawing a ‘Thinking Map’ to show
their thinking process was discussed at the beginning, many children labeled their map as a
‘Learning cycle’.
The thinking sequence that the children drew when making digital games had a similar pattern. The
most frequently mentioned functions were; motivation, exploring (Alice, design ideas), testing (ideasdesign), checking for error and decision making (deciding a game idea, deciding which code to use).
What was noticeable was how the majority of the children drew their thinking process as a circular
continuous cycle which had the flexibility to allow them to move in between different steps as they
needed. The main stages for think-to-learn-to-think cycle can be suggested as; engage, explore,
engineer, experiment, elicit and error check/evaluate.
Engage
Engagement is the core trigger for thinking. Without it, the process of thinking cannot come forth. In
every step of the thinking sequence, from creativity to decision making, children need to retain their
attention to proceed to the next stage. Their engagement with the activity sometimes alone, sometimes
collaboratively with their peers or in partnership with their teacher is the key element for laying the
foundations for the thinking process. Although engagement seems to be the starting point for thinking,
it is a continual motion, connected to each and every one of the arrays of the thinking system. During
the 6 months of the project, the majority of the children were completely engaged with the tasks, some
longer than others. There were, however, a few students who from time to time became disconnected
from the task. One reason for this could be a lack of cognitive resources to cope with the complex
problems. There are some strategies that teachers could use to support learners. They could encourage
peer or whole class discussions to identify the main areas that children are having problems with and
allow the group to design solutions collaboratively. They could also use questioning to encourage the
learners to think aloud and deeper to check out if there is an error in their design.
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Explore
Once the child has engaged with the activity, they then start to explore the interface of the medium
used which they then extend it through exploring ideas and possibilities. When I first introduced the
‘Alice’ game design program to the children, they spent around 30 minutes randomly clicking on the
character and object files, methods, functions, and events. They then looked at the videos available on
the Alice website and on You Tube. Before even understanding how the program functions, they had a
conversation with their friends on possible narrations for their games. Some of them also tried to copy
the tutorials to find out more about what they could do. So it can be said that exploring occurs in two
motions; learning about the mechanics of the medium (interface) and knowing what they could
manifest with it (narrative).
Engineer
After exploring the interface of the game design program and the possibilities that they could manifest
with it, the children start to engineer their own design ideas. During the ‘Alice’ project, the way they
did this was very individual. Some of them planned their game ideas on paper using a storyboard;
some just discussed it with their partner and then directly started to design. There were a few that
walked around the classroom to see what others were working on. It was notable that during this stage
the interaction between the learners in the classroom was minimal. Their focus and communication
was more internalised than social. There were also some discussions around whether it is technically
possible to turn their ideas into a design and how they could know this.
Experiment
This is the stage where testing, trying out takes place. The children check if their idea/s can be
manifested into a design. They connect their ideas to the design through constant dialogue through
thinking (dialogue with ‘self’ and ‘others’) and an action (dialogue with design) before turning these
into reality using software. The children had many ideas some of which they could turn into a design
but some they couldn’t. This doesn’t mean that it wasn’t possible; they just were not able to design a
solution, so they moved onto another idea. For example, one child wanted to have a multi-player car
racing game. He managed to be able to have the cars controlled one at a time, but he couldn’t find a
way to have them controlled by different players using different computers, so he decided to explore
ways of having the cars controlled by two players using the same computer. This is quite a fascinating
action as it allows children to re-think their problems and design workable solutions. What a life skill
to have.
Elicit
This can be seen as the decision making part of the thinking process. After testing out their idea/s and
possibilities the children select the one/s that they like, which then they work on to develop into a
game. In our project this stage was the longest one. It is also firmly linked to the experiment stage.
This project made the children understand the importance of making the correct choice and deciding
carefully. Every time they made the wrong choice they had to experiment with different idea/s. Their
issues with the decision-making stage became more visible towards the end of the project, where some
were very close to completing a game, some still trying out other ideas. In a way, it made them aware
of how wrong decisions impact not only on the outcome but also causes time management issues.
Error check/Evaluate
When designing their games, the children often used the trial method to code. They constantly checked
for errors but also evaluated to see if their coding was correct for the action they wanted to create.
They reported that they automatically started to check if their design was correct, without even having
a problem. They also stated that it is easier to realize your mistake when you are making a game
without anyone telling you, because the game will not work. They compared this with a maths lesson
when they said, “Until your teacher tells you don’t really know you have made a mistake! It is not
always easy to see”.
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Conclusion
The study into children’s thinking for learning processes gives us information about the mental
activities that the learners performed. What is significant is that, although most of the children’s
thinking processes followed a similar sequential pattern, the order of steps varied a number of times.
This might be related to cognitive resources and previous experiences that the child had prior to the
activity.
Another interesting point was their view on how game design impacted on their minds. They talked
about using their mind as a lab to plan, visualizing solutions, testing ideas on the screen, checking for
errors constantly, and thinking deeper as help was not always available. They suggested that their
brain was more active during game design activities as they had to do the most of the work without
much support. They described this as; ‘thinking deeper’ and ‘thinking faster’ which might be seen as
extended cognition. Remembering the focus question at the beginning; Do digital game design
activities impact on children’s thinking pattern for learning and how? It is clear that there is a firm link
between game design activities and the way the child thinks. It can be suggested that whilst making
games, children transform their mind into a lab where they can develop and test their designs, through
thinking (dialogue with ‘self’ and ‘others’) and an action (dialogue with design) before turning these
into reality using software. This is a continual and constant ‘making sense’ process, where children
can exercise their planning, decision-making, organizing, testing and evaluating skills; which are a
foundation to learning in many areas. The core of this process revolves around the teacher, learning
space / task and the student’s ability to regulate their own learning through ongoing monitoring and
evaluating (metacognition).
This study provides us with a starting point to understand children’s thinking process when designing
their own games and will continue in the coming years to explore the context of their thinking further
when making computer games.
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